
1. Introduction
Forecasting wildfire danger is a challenging task due to its complexity involving climate system, interactions 
with vegetation and socio-economic components (Hantson et al., 2016). As result of the remarkable progress 
in numerical weather forecasting (Bauer et al., 2015), its application for fire forecasting has also advanced, and 
some government agencies are now providing fire weather forecasting services. For instance, the National Inter-
agency Coordination Center (NICC, https://www.nifc.gov/nicc/predictive/outlooks/outlooks.htm) issues public 
service forecasts of fire hazard in the United States for up to 7 days (called the 7-Day Significant Fire Potential 
Outlook). These forecasts categorize the fire potential into nine levels, considering fuel dryness, fire weather, 
ignition triggers, and resource capability. The European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS, https://effis.jrc.
ec.europa.eu) or the Global Wildfire Information System (GWIS, https://gwis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/) also provide fire 
danger forecast using four different indices based on the Fire Weather Index (FWI) system.

Abstract The recent wildfires in the western United States during 2018 and 2020 caused record-breaking 
fire damage and casualties. Despite remarkable advances in fire modeling and weather forecasting, it remains 
challenging to anticipate catastrophic wildfire events and associated damage. One key missing component is 
a fire weather prediction system with sufficiently long lead time capable of providing useful regional details. 
Here, we develop a hybrid prediction model of wildfire danger called CFS with super resolution (CFS-SR) as a 
proof of concept to fill that void. The CFS-SR model is constructed by integrating the Climate Forecast System 
version 2 with a deep learning (DL) technique from Single Image Super Resolution, a method widely used 
in enhancing image resolution. We show that for the 2018–2019 fire season, the CFS-SR model significantly 
improves accuracy in forecasting fire weather at lead times of up to 7 days with an enhanced spatial resolution 
up to 4 km. This level of high resolution provides county-level fire weather forecast, making it more practical 
for allocating resources to mitigate wildfire danger. Our study demonstrates that a proper combination of 
ensemble climate predictions with DL techniques can boost predictability at finer spatial scales, increasing the 
utility of fire weather forecasts for practical applications.

Plain Language Summary Fire weather prediction is significantly improved by a hybrid approach- 
a weather forecast model and machine learning algorithm. We train a deep learning (DL) technique with 
model simulations to directly produce a fire hazard estimate based solely on predicted weather conditions. 
The predictability of extreme danger fire conditions is enhanced which can be useful in reducing fire 
pre-suppression activities. The applied DL technique also successfully produces a higher spatial resolution 
(4 km) product for county-level fire forecasting. This approach shows that DL can be integrated in weather/
climate models to produce better quality.
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Many dynamical weather forecast models have been applied as a component of fire danger warning systems 
(Coen et al., 2020; Di Giuseppe et al., 2016; Mölders, 2010). This theory driven approach provides a rational 
basis for forecasts and offers a scientifically based inference process compared to previous empirical approaches. 
However, dynamical fire weather forecasting can require considerable computational resources, extra processing, 
and the coupling of regional numerical models to generate regional forecasts with reasonable spatial resolution 
(Roads et al., 2010). Yet, its utility is limited by multiple factors including accuracy of the underlying weather 
forecast model as well as accuracy of the additional model(s) used to forecast fire characteristics.

With a vast amount of data accumulated over decades, statistical approaches have also been widely used for effi-
cient forecasting of various climate variables (Graff et al., 2020; Kouassi et al., 2020; Preisler & Westerling, 2007). 
Statistical methods are versatile in detecting internal features and anomalous patterns regardless of the data 
domain. Recently, machine learning (ML) methods have led to innovative achievements in various fields (Lecun 
et al., 2015) and are being actively studied in weather and climate domains (Ham et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019), 
including wildfire prediction (Sayad et al., 2019; Song & Wang, 2020). Nevertheless, there is a concern that 
ML based modeling alone misses the understanding of the dynamical processes governing the occurrence of 
wildfire and its prediction, and this limitation motivates the present study that uses a hybrid approach combining 
physics-based modeling with ML (Pathak et al., 2018; Reichstein et al., 2019).

To exploit the physics-based modeling and ML approaches while maximizing predictability, we present a 
“proof-of-concept” hybrid prediction model, using a ML technique we call CFS with super resolution (CFS-SR), 
that blends the Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2, see Methods) 6-hourly weather forecasts with a deep 
learning (DL) algorithm borrowed from the Single Image Super-Resolution (SISR) (see Methods) methodology, 
which has been widely applied to downscale climate data set (Cheng et  al.,  2021; Jiang et  al.,  2021; Vandal 
et al., 2018). CFS-SR is developed to produce weather driven wildfire danger forecasts at 4 km resolution, which 
matches the spatial scale of the Parameter Elevation Regression on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) (Daly 
et al., 2008) data that estimates the FWI (see Methods) for the western United States. CFS-SR is expected not 
only to learn the nonlinear characteristics in the FWI calculation, but also to correct biases coming from the 
CFSv2 outputs, while enhancing the spatial resolution from the T126 Gaussian grid (approximately 90 km) to 
4 km. This application aims not only to provide accurate fire weather forecasts at an individual county level over 
the western United States, but also to prove that the hybrid concept bridging physic-based model and ML can 
be an effective approach to boost predictability. Figure 1 summarizes the procedure (light blue arrows) for the 
application of the CFS-SR model.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. The Climate Forecast System Version 2

The CFSv2 (Saha et al., 2014) is a fully coupled forecast system model developed at the Environmental Modeling 
Center in the National Centers for Environmental Prediction. The CFSv2 offers a set of complete and consistent 
hindcasts over a 29-year period (1982–2010) along with operational forecasts from 2011 to the present. In this 
study, we use 6-hourly surface and radiative fluxes forecast outputs at T126 Gaussian resolution. The meteorolog-
ical fields of the FWI system forecasted by CFSv2, including temperature (T), specific humidity (Q), horizontal 
wind components (U, V) at 18Z (UTC, the closest to noon local standard time on California) and daily averaged 
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram for pipeline of CFS with super resolution (CFS-SR). For each 6-hourly (00Z, 06Z, 12Z, 
and 18Z) CFS forecasting, five weather components are used as input variables; temperature (T), specific humidity (Q), 
U-wind (U), and V-wind (V) at every 18Z UTC and daily averaged precipitation (P). Also, these five components are used to 
calculate Fire Weather Index (FWI) after correcting biases. As the light blue arrows indicate, FWI(FWI(t)) and the day prior 
to FWI (FWI(t-1)) is added on the input to train CFS-SR. The light red arrows indicate the interpolated FWI forecast from 
Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2).
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precipitation rate (P), as input variables for DL model. The FWI on the day of forecast and its preceding day are 
calculated using the CFSv2 outputs after bias correction to be fed to the DL model. The forecasts are initialized 
4 times every day (00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z UTC), and each of them are evaluated for 9 months each year. With 
6-hourly updating CFSv2 forecasts, four independent DL models are trained on a daily basis, and all of them are 
merged to produce a final forecast product. The forecasts are split into two periods, using 7 years (2011–2017) of 
the training period and the most recent 2 years (2018–2019) for the testing period.

2.2. Deep Learning Model and Training Strategy

In this study, we adopt DL architecture based on SISR. The SISR was developed as a challenging task in computer 
vision aiming to reconstruct a high-resolution (HR) image from a degraded low-resolution (LR) measurement. 
The SISR is an ill-posed inverse problem without a unique solution in that numerous HR images can be converted 
into the same LR image. The SISR has been used on various range of image processing tasks contributing to 
commercial, government and scientific applications (Malczewski & Stasiński, 2009). Climate research commu-
nities have also applied SISR to improve downscaling techniques (Cheng et al., 2021; Rodrigues et al., 2018; 
Sekiyama, 2020).

The first DL based SISR model, so called Super-Resolution Convolutional Neural Network, was introduced to 
provide significantly improved performance compared to earlier attempts to produce high resolution images (Dong 
et al., 2016). Starting from this, there has been remarkable progress in DL approaches with deeper and wider 
network structures. For instance, Enhanced Deep Residual Network integrated modified ResNet architecture (He 
et al., 2016) with scaling factor to stably expand the size of network (Lim et al., 2017). Deep Back-Projection 
Network adopted iterative an up and down projection procedure to correct prediction biases based on stacked 
upsampling results (Haris et al., 2018). Also, Information Distillation Network introduced distillation block to 
efficiently extract abundant features operating with simple bicubic interpolation (Hui et al., 2018).

At the part of DL algorithm in CFS-SR, we implement Residual Dense Network (RDN) (Zhang et al., 2018). The 
structure of RDN is divided into four functional parts: shallow feature extraction, residual dense blocks (RDBs), 
feature fusion and upsampling (Figure 2). The first two convolutional layers extract shallow features from LR 
inputs. The outputs are feed-forwarded into a set of RDBs to extract hierarchical features. Each RDB consists 
of convolutional layers with rectified linear units and the layers are densely connected by concatenation. At the 
last step of each block, proceeding features are combined through residual connection to improve local feature 
representation. All the outputs from RDBs are concatenated and adaptively fused with a 1 × 1 convolutional layer. 
Global feature fusion is then applied by a direct connection with the first layer. Finally, HR output is produced 
after upsampling spatial scale and adjusting depth through the final convolutional layer.

Figure 2. Model architecture diagram. The architecture of the Residual Dense Network (Figure 2 from Zhang et al., 2018) 
is on the top and that of the residual dense block (RDB, Figure 3 from Zhang et al., 2018) is on the bottom. Greenbox with 
low-resolution (LR) (high-resolution (HR)) indicates input (output) layer for 20 × 20 (320 × 320) spatial resolution with 
seven input variables: T, Q, U, V, P, and FWI(t-1, t) in Figure 1 (with only one output variable: Fire Weather Index). The 
blue box is for convolution layer, the red is for the RDB block, the apricot is for the concatenation layer, the purple is for the 
upscaling layer, and the yellow is for the non-linear activation function layer.
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As the configuration of RDN, we stack 20 residual blocks (D), and each block consists of six convolutional layers 
(C) with 32 filters, which is named as growth rate in (Zhang et al., 2018). The first convolutional layer has seven 
filters to adopt input variables from CFSv2 (temperature, humidity, precipitation, U and V-wind, calculated 
FWI, and preceding-day FWI). The other convolutional layers of RDN are set to have 32 filters. Because the 
patch size of seven input variables is 20 × 20 × 7 (33.5–51.5 N, 125.6–107.8 W) and the forecast target, which 
is PRISM-level FWI over the western United State, is 320 × 320 × 1 (34.9–48.2 N, 125.0–111.7 W), the upsam-
pling factor is set to 16. For each of the different forecasting lead time from 1 to 7, 14, and 21 days, we train an 
individual model with the same architecture, nine models in total are used in this study. Figure 2 summarizes the 
flow of CFS-SR operation and the details of model structure.

Considering that wildfire rarely occurs in the boreal winter in the area, only data sets from June to November are 
used in this study providing 1281 FWI images for training (2011–2017) and 366 for testing (2018–2019). For 
robust training five-fold cross validation is used and each model is trained with the Adaptive Moment Estimation 
2 optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) by setting the learning rate to 0.0002 with batch size to 16.

It is important to point out that our approach is not consistent with the typical concept of SISR. Instead of using a 
degraded PRISM-level FWI, we use coarse resolution forecasting products from CFSv2 as input. This is therefore 
not a classical SISR problem to reconstruct resolution, but rather a regression mapping task to generate high reso-
lution output. However, a significant advantage of adopting the advanced SISR DL architecture, in comparison 
with previous approaches (Huang, 2020; Sun & Tang, 2020), is that interpolation is no longer required for the 
refining process to enhance resolution of an input data set.

2.3. Fire Weather Index

The FWI is a numerical rating for fire danger based on the Canadian Forest Service Fire Weather Index Rating 
System (Stocks et al., 1989). Six indices including FWI constitute the FWI system indicating fire intensity and 
behavior. They are calculated by using daily temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and 24-hr mean precipi-
tation observed at mid-day local time. Among the six indices, Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC), Duff Moisture 
Code (DMC), and Drought Code (DC) are indicators of the moisture content in fuels with various range of time 
lag from hours to weeks. These codes characterize the relative mass of moisture in the different level of organic 
fuel layers: FFMC is for the top litter layer (less than 1 and 2 cm deep), DMC is for layers in moderate depth 
(5–10 cm deep) and DC is for 10–20 cm depth. The other three indices (Initial Spread Index (ISI), Build Up 
Index (BUI) and Fire Weather Index (FWI)) indicate fire behavior and intensity. ISI estimates the rate of fire 
spread by combining FFMC and wind speed, and BUI indicates the total amount of fuel available for combus-
tion by combining DMC and DC. FWI merges ISI and BUI as a final product of the FWI system, estimating 
general information for potential fire danger. The values of FWI can be classified into six danger states (Table 
S1 in Supporting Information S1). Based on the systematic equations of FWI (van Wagner & Pickett, 1985), we 
use PRISM data set (Daly et al., 2008) to calculate high resolution FWI, except that wind components are from 
ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) with a horizontal resolution of 0.25° (approximately 31 km) and interpolated into 
equivalent resolution of PRISM.

2.4. Bias Correction

When FWI is calculated with the CFSv2 outputs, the climatology of the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA55) 
(Kobayashi et al., 2015) is used to correct biases in the CFSv2. Based on the delta change approach (Maraun, 2016), 
the 6-hourly mean of the CFSv2 outputs, except for precipitation, at each lead time is replaced with the corre-
sponding JRA55, using Equation 1:

Correctedℎ,𝑙𝑙 = CFS𝑣𝑣2ℎ,𝑙𝑙 − CFV𝑣𝑣2ℎ,𝑙𝑙 + JRA55ℎ, (1)

where, h is hour (00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z) and l is forecast lead time. For precipitation showing only positive 
values with distribution skewed to zero, a log transformation is executed before applying Equation  1, hence 
simplifying the computation by Equation 2:

Correctedℎ,� = CFS�2ℎ,� ÷CFV�2ℎ,� × JRA55ℎ, (2)
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2.5. c-RMSE

The forecasting errors can be decomposed into biased and unbiased components (Taylor, 2001). The biased are 
mainly associated with systematic errors possibly caused by inaccuracy in initial/boundary conditions, errors in 
process parameterizations and misrepresentation of topography or coastline complexity. While unbiased error 
estimates can provide insights related to intrinsic predictive skill of a forecast model, the centered Root Mean 
Square Error (c-RMSE) is a metric to characterize errors associated with errors in weather features (patterns) 
by calculating the root mean square difference between two fields after removing the mean of each field. The 
c-RMSE is computed as Equation 3:

𝑐𝑐 − RMSE =

√

√

√

√
1

𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁
∑

𝑖𝑖=1

[(

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓

)

−
(

𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 − 𝑜𝑜
)

]2

, (3)

where, f is forecasting output and o is PRISM observation as target in model training. To facilitate representation 
of multiple variables with different units and scales of variability when we evaluate model with c-RMSE, we 
normalize using the standard deviation of each field at each location.

2.6. Heidke Skill Score

For dichotomous categorical forecasts, there are only two possible outcomes (Yes or No) and all the possible 
cases can be summarized in a contingency table (Table S2 in Supporting Information S1). “A” is the number of 
the events forecasted to occur that correspond to the observation, called “hits.” “B” is the number of the events 
forecasted to occur, but not in the observation, called “false alarms.” “C” is the number of the events failed to 
forecast, called “misses.” “D” is the number of events that didn't occur in the observation and correctly forecasted, 
called “correct rejections.” The Heidke Skill Score (HSS) (Heidke, 1926) is one of the common verification 
measures using the contingency table, as expressed by Equation 4. It represents the fractional improvement by 
comparing difference with a randomly based/generated forecast, which is expected proportion to correct forecasts 
by chance. The improvement of model is normalized by the best possible improvement, enabling safely compare 
on different data sets. This can be simplified as Equation 5 based on the contingency table. A perfect score is 1 
when a model correctly forecasts all of the “hits” and “correct rejections,” while a score less than 0 means invalid 
forecasting capability.

HSS =
model score − expected proportion

perfect score − expected proportion
, (4)

HSS =
2 × (𝐴𝐴 ×𝐷𝐷 − 𝐵𝐵 × 𝐶𝐶)

(𝐴𝐴 + 𝐶𝐶) × (𝐶𝐶 +𝐷𝐷) + (𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵) × (𝐵𝐵 +𝐷𝐷)
, (5)

2.7. Sensitivity Test

An occlusion sensitivity test is one of the common methods used to evaluate ML image classification models 
(Zeiler & Fergus, 2014). Parts of an image are systematically occluded and its change in performance is spatially 
visualized to validate whether the target object can still be genuinely identified. In this study, we modified the 
method to quantify the sensitivity to each input variable, instead of spatial information of image, to identify its 
role in the FWI forecasting. The selected occluding variable is replaced by its daily climatological values, instead 
of zero (gray scale in RGB image), and the changes in c-RMSE are compared. The evaluation is repeated with 
each input variable individually occluded. In addition, we conduct the sensitivity tests in two ways, by applying 
the test: (a) for the entire test period and (b) only for days in the test period when FWI was observed higher than 
50, defined as the extreme wildfire danger condition.

3. Results
3.1. Enhanced Fire Weather Forecast With Higher Resolution

Figures 3 and 4 display normalized c-RMSE (see Methods) and correlation score maps of FWI forecasts for 
the test period (2018–2019) over the western United States as a function of the forecasting lead time (a forecast 
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started at time t-n is evaluated at verification time n, where n varies between 1 and 21 days, for all times t in the 
test time period). The CFS-SR (Figures 3a and 4a) is compared to two baseline forecasting methods: (a) the bilin-
early interpolated FWI forecast from CFSv2 (Figures 3b and 4b), which is described in Figure 1 with  the light 
red arrows; and (b) a persistence forecast (Figures 3c and 4c), a measure commonly used in weather forecasting 
method that assumes that the predicted state is unchanged compared to its initial state. Compared to the directly 
interpolated results, CFS-SR has much reduced errors and higher correlations for the entire 7 days of lead time. 
The CFS-SR displays c-RMSE scores of less than 0.5 with higher than 0.9 correlation score over most of the 
domain for 1–3 days of lead time, and maintains less than 0.7 of the normalized c-RMSE with correlation coeffi-
cients higher than 0.7 in 5-day forecasts (Figure 3a1-5 and 4a1-5). However, the scores in CFS-SR significantly 
decline after 14 days, particularly in northern California (Figures 3a-8, 3a-9 and 4a-8, 4a-9), presenting appar-
ent limits on subseasonal forecasting. The persistence forecast shows a fairly high scores in the 1-day forecast 
(Figures  3c-1 and  4c-1). However, it does not outperform CFS-SR, and its skill scores drop drastically and 
become the least skillful forecast after 3 days.

The improvement in the performance of CFS-SR is also evident at the state-level skill score comparisons. The 
c-RMSE (Figure 5) and correlation score (Figure 6) are calculated in the same ways with the previous results, 
but use spatially averaged FWI at five states in the targeting domain: California, Oregon, Idaho, Washington, and 

Figure 4. Correlation map of forecasted Fire Weather Index (FWI) for the test data set. Correlation between Prism FWI(target) and FWI predicted by (a) CFS with 
super resolution (CFS-SR), (b) the interpolated FWI from Climate Forecast System version 2 and (c) persistence forecasting from lead time 1–21 day (1–9). Correlation 
is calculated grid by grid during test data set period (01/06/2018–30/11/2019).

Figure 3. Normalized centered Root Mean Square Error (c-RMSE) map of forecasted Fire Weather Index (FWI) for the 
test data set. The c-RMSE is calculated between Prism FWI(target) and FWI predicted by (a) CFS with super resolution 
(CFS-SR), (b) the interpolated FWI from Climate Forecast System version 2 and (c) persistence for forecasting from 
lead time 1–21 day (1–9). The c-RMSE is normalized by standard deviation grid by grid during test data set period 
(01/06/2018–30/11/2019).
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Figure 5. The normalized centered Root Mean Square Error (c-RMSE) comparison for states. The normalized c-RMSE between Prism Fire Weather Index (FWI) 
(target) and FWI predicted by CFS with super resolution (CFS-SR) (blue), the interpolated FWI from Climate Forecast System version 2 (magenta) and persistence 
forecasting (green) from lead time 1–21 day (1–9). The score is calculated during test period (01/06/2018–30/11/2019) for area averaged over (a) California, (b) Oregon, 
(c) Idaho, (d) Washington, and (e) Nevada.

Figure 6. Correlation skill comparison in states. Correlation between Prism Fire Weather Index (FWI) (target) and FWI predicted by CFS with super resolution 
(CFS-SR) (blue), the interpolated FWI from Climate Forecast System version 2 (magenta) and persistence forecasting (green) from lead time 1–21 day (1–9). The score 
is calculated during test period (01/606/2018–30/11/2019) for area averaged over (a) California, (b) Oregon, (c) Idaho, (d) Washington, and (e) Nevada.
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Nevada. For each state, CFS-SR outperforms other baselines for the 1–7 days forecasting. The high-performance 
of CFS-SR becomes more apparent in California, showing the largest improvement in c-RMSE of 0.3 and the 
correlation of 0.2 in the 3  days of lead time (Figures  5a and  6a). Comparing to the interpolated FWI from 
CFSv2, the northern states (Oregon, Idaho, and Washington), also show significant improvements in the c-RMSE 
(Figures 5c–5e) compared to the other forecasts. Although the changes of the correlation are relatively small in 
the northern states (Figures 6c–6e), the absolute values of correlation are all generally above 0.9 until the 7 days 
of forecast.

In order to evaluate CFS-SR for extreme fire weather conditions, we investigate forecasting performance for 
Mendocino and Butte counties in California, where the most destructive fires occurred in the last 5 years. Figure 7 
compares forecast performance in Mendocino county, where fire damage of historic proportion occurred in 2018 
(the Mendocino Complex fire, July 27–18 September 2018). It is crucial to also skillfully forecast extremely high 
FWI to provide an alert for the most susceptible conditions of large wildfires. To depict moderate and extreme 
dangers of wildfire, FWI values of 11.2 and 50 are chosen respectively (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1) to 
be evaluated using the HSS metric. In terms of moderate danger of wildfire (Figure 7a), CFS-SR generally shows 
higher HSS in comparison to the other two forecasts (baselines). The performance gap between CFS-SR and the 
interpolated CFSv2 gradually becomes smaller with the increase in lead time, but the gap widens again after 
2 weeks. The persistence forecast shows a fairly high HSS in the 1-day forecast, but it decreases drastically and 
even becomes sub-zero after day 14, meaning it does not hold any value as a forecast. The superiority of CFS-SR 

Figure 7. Forecasting skill comparison in Mendocino county. Heidke Skill Score (HSS) is compared for the dichotomous forecasting performance in (a) the moderate 
danger state (FWI > 11.2) and (b) the extreme danger state (FWI > 50.0).

Figure 8. Time-series of forecasted Fire Weather Index (FWI). The time-series of Parameter Elevation Regression on 
Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) FWI and forecasted FWI from 1 to 21 lead time averaged over Mendocino county for the 
outbreak of Mendocino Complex Fire (light red shade). The values above the black dash line (FWI = 50) indicates an extreme 
danger state of wildfire.
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is profound in forecasting the extreme danger of wildfire (Figure 7b), while 
the interpolated CFS completely fails to capture it during the test period. This 
implies that the underestimated FWI of CFSv2 is significantly improved by 
the hybridized ML procedure.

These results are also evident in forecasted FWI time-series (Figure 8) show-
ing that abrupt changes in fire risk are accurately forecast for more days. 
For instance, the sudden rise of FWI before the occurrence of Mendo-
cino complex fire on July 27th is successfully predicted by CFS-SR only 
for 5 days (Figures S1a–S1e in Supporting Information S1); however, it is 
still much better than the interpolated FWI from CFSv2. A Taylor diagram 
(Taylor, 2001) summarizing the performance comparison of CFS-SR indi-
cates that c-RMSE becomes larger as the lead time increases, with a dimin-
ishing correlation and standard deviation (Figure 9).

In terms of the Camp Fire that started on November 8 in Butte County, which 
is another historical catastrophe in California, CFS-SR also provides accu-
rate FWI forecasts up to 5 days earlier, although the value of FWI reached 
the highest degree a few days ahead of the fire outbreak on November 8th 
(Figures S2 and S3 in Supporting Information S1). The HSS and the Taylor 
diagram show almost similar results with the Mendocino, except that lower 
HSS is observed in CFS-SR than the interpolated CFSv2 after 14  days 
(Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Spatial maps of forecasted FWI 
for both events show consistent results with the county-averaged time series, 

with almost equivalent magnitude of FWI around the location where the fires occurred (Figure 10 and Figure S5 
in Supporting Information S1).

3.2. Climate Variable Sensitivity

In order to explain the physical mechanism leading to the forecast improvement, we test the sensitivity of the 
CFS-SR forecasts by occluding each input variable and identify the most sensitive variable on each grid in 
Figure 11. For the testing period, the preceding-day FWI (FWI(t-1), yellow) appears to be the most critical varia-
ble for all lead times (Figures 11a–11g). For the first day of forecasting, these results can be expected because the 
preceding-day FWI is obtained from observations, while the other variables are from numerical model products. 

Figure 9. Talyor diagram of forecasting performance in Mendocino county. 
Three different forecasting results for Mendocino county, which are CFS with 
super resolution (CFS-SR) (blue), the interpolated Fire Weather Index (FWI) 
from Climate Forecast System version 2 (magenta) and persistence forecast 
(green), are compared for leading time 1–21 days (annotated with numbers). 
Prism (target) is marked by orange point.

Figure 10. Fire Weather Index map before the Mendocino Complex Fire occurrence. (a) Parameter Elevation Regression on Independent Slopes Model, b–j. CFS with 
super resolution forecasting results leading time from 1 to 21 days. The mapping domain is set (124-121.8 W, 38.5–40.2 N) to include fire damage area; Mendocino, 
Lake, Colusa and Glenn counties.
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Interestingly, however, the sensitivity for the preceding-day FWI still remains as the most influential for other 
consecutive leading time, where the preceding-day FWI is also from the numerical model. Although some parts 
of California reveal higher sensitivity contributed from other variables, such as the meridional wind component 
(V) and temperature (T), the preceding-day FWI generally shows the greatest increase of c-RMSE for California 
(Figure 12). This can be interpreted in two ways: first, FWI has high persistence for a 1-day span (Figures 3c-1 
and 4c-1) and second, the intrinsic numerical model errors tend to grow with lead time (Saha et al., 2006).

The forecasts are also sensitive to wind, and they are more sensitive for the extreme wildfire danger conditions in 
California where and when FWI is higher than 50 (Figures 11h–11l). The high sensitivity to the meridional wind 
component (V, pink) is mostly concentrated over northern California, where extreme wildfires occur frequently, 
and the horizontal wind component (U, green) appears more eastward in the southwestern part of Oregon, which 
echoes the September 2020 fire (Stuivenvolt Allen et al., 2021). In the extreme danger conditions, the sensitivity 
to the preceding-day FWI reduces while the sensitivity to the wind components intensifies, particularly in north-
ern California (Figures S7a–S7c in Supporting Information S1), as is evident in Figure 13. Given the fact that the 
FWI calculation uses wind speed to influence the fire spread potential, it is understandable that CFS-SR identifies 
winds as the most influential factor for the extreme fire danger. Furthermore, the geographical distribution of the 
wind component makes sense, because the northeasterly wind across the Rock Mountains delivers dry air mass 
as it descends along the western slope of the mountains. The winds also tend to intensify through the valleys in 

Figure 11. The spatial map for the most sensitive variables from occlusion sensitivity test. The most sensitive variables from the occlusion sensitivity test are 
visualized on each grid a–g. in all test period (01/06/2018–30/11/2019) and h–n. in days where Fire Weather Index recorded higher than 50. Each column is sorted from 
1 to 7 day of leading time.

Figure 12. The results of occlusion sensitivity test in California for all test period. The rate of changes in forecasting 
errors are compared a–g. from first to seventh day of leading time by occluding each input variable in all test period 
(01/06/2018–30/11/2019). The black dash indicates the ratio value of 1.0 meaning that centered Root Mean Square Error 
(c-RMSE) is exactly equivalent to CFS with super resolution with all input information.
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California (Gedalof, 2011), such as the so-called Diablo, sundowner or Santa Ana winds, which are associated 
with extreme wildfires in California (Brewer & Clements, 2020; Nauslar et al., 2018).

Temperature and humidity also have a noticeable influence in northern California, with a stronger temperature 
(humidity) effect in the north (south) (Figures S6d, S6e and S7d, S7e in Supporting Information S1). Precipitation 
rate, on the other hand, has the least influence among other variables (Figure S6g in Supporting Information S1), 
even though it plays an important role in the FWI system. In the extreme danger condition, its influence appears 
higher at sixth and seventh day of leading time, but its magnitude seems neglectable (Figure S7g in Supporting 
Information S1). The results suggest that CFS-SR is trained to extract relevant information from other weather 
variables associated with precipitation but not from precipitation itself.

4. Discussion
In this study, we have developed a hybrid prediction model combining the CFSv2 forecast and a DL algorithm 
based upon SISR, called CFS-SR, to forecast weather-driven wildfire danger over the western United States. The 
forecasted FWI shows not only higher accuracy over the entire fire season but also demonstrates a significant 
improvement in identifying the likelihood of large fire occurrences. Furthermore, once training of DL is 
completed, an enhanced resolution (4 km) was made possible without the need to conduct expensive computations 
to provide more local estimates of wildfire danger. These advantages are most apparent when consid nowcasting 
and near-term forecast. For instance, CFS-SR merged with a real-time operational dynamic model, successfully 
forecasts the significant increase in FWI from 1 to 5 days prior to the occurrence of the August complex fire over 
Mendocino county (Figure 14) and other neighbor damaged areas (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1).

Figure 13. The results of occlusion sensitivity test in California for extreme wildfire risk days. The rate of changes in 
forecasting errors are compared a–g. from first to seventh day of leading time by occluding each input variable in days where 
Fire Weather Index (FWI) recorded higher than 50 during the test period (01/06/2018–30/11/2019). The black dash indicates 
the ratio value of 1.0 meaning that centered Root Mean Square Error is exactly equivalent to CFS with super resolution with 
all input information.

Figure 14. Time-series of forecasted Fire Weather Index (FWI). Time-series of FWI averaged over Mendocino county 
for outbreak of the August Complex Fire (16/08/2020∼, light red shade). The values above the black dash line (FWI = 50) 
indicates an extreme danger state of wildfire.
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It is also interesting to examine whether the improved FWI prediction 
might be a result only of bias correction of the meteorological forecasts 
(Maraun,  2016). Table  1 shows the impact of FWI estimates using bias 
corrected and uncorrected CFSv2, separately, as input data set of CFS-SR 
(i.e., bias correction produced using the DL methodology). The results are 
not significantly different when the FWI products are excluded in the input 
data set, although the uncorrected CFSv2 outputs show slightly better perfor-
mance (Table  1). When we provide FWI based on bias-corrected CFSv2 
outputs as well as the raw CFSv2 outputs, the forecasting errors are signif-
icantly improved, and yet the best score is from the uncorrected CFSv2 

outputs. This implies that some intrinsic properties of climate model biases useful for forecasting wildfire can be 
obtained from the uncorrected CFSv2 outputs. We conclude that CFS-SR still has some limitations in identifying 
all non-linear physical characteristics of FWI from meteorological fields alone.

With the explosive growth in DL applications, human-interpretable methods of DL models, a.k.a. explainable 
artificial intelligence (XAI), have shown remarkable development in recent years (Samek et al., 2021). Some of 
these DL applications, such as activation mapping (Zhou et al., 2016) and Layer Relevance Propagation (Bach 
et  al.,  2015), have been used in climate research and they provide a deeper level of scientific understanding 
from successfully trained DL models (Toms et al., 2020) that otherwise would not be revealed. To explore the 
limitations of DL associated with the complexity of multiple layers, we applied an occlusion sensitivity test 
(Zeiler & Fergus, 2014) to sort out the importance of input variables for the DL model in CFS-SR. It appears that 
the preceding-day FWI and the wind components play a more important role in forecasting FWI than other vari-
ables. Future work will focus on eliminating other deficiencies and exploring the non-linear relationship between 
the variables with respect to the climate driven wildfire danger.

In terms of the general application of our current method, 9 years of data availability has limited the number 
of fire events, hindering model training for extreme fire weather, and interannual and decadal variations in fire 
weather (Son et al., 2021; Westerling & Swetnam, 2003). However, more than 11,000 fire events annually were 
reported, and the fire damage was estimated to exceed 2.4 million Acres per year during the model training period 
in four states: California, Idaho, Nevada, and Oregon according to the National Interagency Fire Center (https://
www.nifc.gov/fire-information/statistics). In comparison to the past 9 years from 2002 to 2010, the number of 
fire occurrence increased by 0.5%, and fire damage increased more than 30%. We also expect that meteorological 
input components indirectly reflect the climate driven long-term variabilities of fire weather. Nevertheless, a 
longer data period for model training is desirable, and longer training and testing periods should be used in future 
work.

In terms of spatial resolution, CFS-SR can be further improved to better satisfy needs of stakeholders and 
communities. For instance, the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh data product publicly provides 3 km horizontal 
resolution forecasting with hourly updates (Dowell et al., 2022) and the North American Mesoscale Forecast 
System is also accessible for 1.5–3 km resolution forecasting for 36–84 hr (Rogers et al., 2005). CFS-SR should 
be evaluated against these products, and they might be improved by application of similar techniques. CFS-SR 
is also able to produce forecasts for a much longer time scale than those products, although its accuracy beyond 
a week is low. Nevertheless, the results of CFS-SR in this study present “proof-of-concept” of the potential of 
the hybrid approach between physic-based dynamic model and DL. The spatial resolution and skill of the final 

target forecasts will be sensitive to the details of the dynamical model and 
DL choices. The rapid growth of ML/DL with advanced architectures and 
flexible cost constraints continuously provide new candidates in the hybrid 
approach. Thus, we expect that additional exploration in the hybrid approach 
could provide improved spatial resolution and the accuracy of subseasonal 
or even longer term forecasting compared to the current CFS-SR algorithm. 
It is noted here that stability of model performance and availability of rather 
longer period model output could be essential to achieve better performance 
of the hybrid approach presented here.

We did explore variants of the SISR DL algorithm with current input models, 
and optimization choices and found they made only small differences in 

FWI(x) FWI(o)

BC(x) 9.20 7.96

BC(o) 9.21 8.33

Note. BC denotes Bias Correction. Each performance is compared by 
c-RMSE for 3-day forecasting.

Table 1 
Comparison of Bias Correction and Fire Weather Index (FWI) Existence

RDN IDN EDSR D-DBPN

c-RMSE 7.96 7.94 7.89 7.92

Number of parameters 1.0 M 1.4 M 1.8 M 20.3 M

Note. Each performance is compared by c-RMSE for 3-days forecasting. 
DBPN, Deep Back-Projection Network; EDSR, Enhanced Deep Residual 
Network; IDN, Information Distillation Network; RDN, Residual Dense 
Network.

Table 2 
Comparison Between Different Single Image Super-Resolution Algorithms
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prediction skill. Slightly improvements were achieved with more trainable parameters, which generally requires 
more computational resources and time spent in model training, but there is also a risk of overfitting (Table 2). 
While the cost of training the DL is not insignificant, its subsequent application is very inexpensive, and it only 
takes a few minutes to produce a timely high-resolution forecast. Furthermore, a striking advantage is its flexibil-
ity, which allows for an integration with any regional or global numerical model outputs leading to the possibility 
of using other DL algorithms, or the algorithm could be trained to produce other weather-related products tailored 
to the needs of other stakeholders or regions.

Data Availability Statement
All datasets used in this study are publicly available. CFSv2 (Saha et al., 2014) is available at https://www.ncei.
noaa.gov/access/metadata/landing-page/bin/iso?id=gov.noaa.ncdc:C00877. PRISM (Daly et al., 2008) is avail-
able at https://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/. ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) is available at https://cds.
climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search?type=dataset. The source code of RDN (Zhang et al., 2018) is available 
at https://github.com/yulunzhang/RDN. Also, the outputs of CFS-SR are openly available in Zenodo at https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5652227.
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